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Individuation: The Encounter with the Self
in
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of the formation or particularization

theory. It was introduced to our

tential. Essentially experienced in

of the individual being. The closer
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“... seeing that to study the Spirits is to study man ...”
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Persistence and Willpower

Change: Sincere Decision
Throughout our lives we develop

the ones to deal with the conse-

A field of research that has re-

certain behavioural structures, which

quences of our actions. Sincerity

vealed unexpected findings is the

are influenced by several factors:

because if this decision of change

study of the relationship between

our upbringing, culture and family,

does not part from a profound need

memory and emotion. Neuroscien-

the values and abilities we have

of the soul, we would be attending

tists have discovered that there are
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to the whims of the ego or external

individuals who utilise, in addition to

es, among others. Nevertheless, at

demands, without which we do not

the hippocampus, other areas of the

some stage in our journey, some
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structures should be modified, as

own values.
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it
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used to certain ways of conducting
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Due to all these factors, change
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If knowledge is the information
we record in our memory, wisdom is
to become our own memory.
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requires responsibility for the choic-
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Freedom of Choice

- The Journal of Psychological Studies

It is a matter of Loyalty

The free will, that is developed, is

We talk about loyalty and desire

This way, we will always be

a faculty that the individual has to

it, but most of the time we do not

loyal when we are living life in ac-

determine their actions with respon-

understand that, in order to be loyal

cordance

sibility or immaturity. We are spirits,

to ourselves, it is necessary, in

principles of our souls, whenever

intelligent beings created by God,

many cases, to break free and to

we make life a sea of blessings and

and freedom is a complex subject

face matters of fear, limitations and

favourable

through the interpretation of the

even beliefs that we carry with us

our growth and towards the good of

to

the
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towards
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all the beings

not free in the way that

on Earth. This

they think they are. The
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through fidel-
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ity and every-

dom and, within it, can

thing that we

change

claim to be-

the
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course

own
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goes
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believe
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transform our

As
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lives

in

in

through the position we

example

occupy

peace,

on

Earth,

it
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an
of
be-

immature to think that we

cause

to

be

do what we want, as only
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to
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commit to the
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change, it is

ed by God in our experi-

to
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dependent on the Crea-

selves

what

tor.

has

this

The
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creature

can,

with

the

search

we

hope

evolution of our emotional

find

in

intelligence and awaken-

world.

to
the

ing of the gifts of life,

In one of

enjoy peace of mind when

the passages

practising God’s laws.

of the life of

In the art of choosing,

St.

Augus-

it is fundamental to un-

tine, he nar-

derstand that all of us, to

rates that he

live well, should decide to

saw

resign

before

to

the

natural

laws; which were created
to

avoid

himself

own

frustrations,

his
face.

That

was

a

deceptions, conflicts and wars in our

throughout our life. This is not a

moment of great transformation for

experiences.

simple task, since we have to frus-

him, the grand internal battle had

Jesus came to bring to us a new

trate the expectations that were

started

vision of freedom, liberating us from

deposited in us and even construct

stopped existing to initiate a new

the slavery on Earth, and to teach

the self-image that we had of the

man’s journey, a man who had

us, with humbleness, obedience to

person that we thought we were.

completely surrendered to his own

and

the

old

Augustine

God. When we choose to love one

All of those who changed the

another, exercising the law of love,

history of mankind were obligated to

we build our internal freedom, and

face disbelief, criticism and opinions

therefore free ourselves from our

contradicting their objectives, and

pared?

own selves.

almost all of them were deemed

Could it be that we are doing all we

transgressors and even lost their

can towards our evolution? Could it

with the growth of the universal

own

be that we are ready to have an

fraternity, which is practised when

bravely faced the world, but without

we make responsible choices. God’s

any doubt they had to confront

love guides everything and every-

themselves. This was the purpose of

one, always.

their lives, and they were loyal to

Our

natural

freedom

develops

Evanise M Zwirtes
Transpersonal Psychotherapist

physical existence. They all

soul.
Courage is needed to be loyal…
Could it be that we are pre-

encounter with life?
It is a choice!

the calling of their existence, because they knew that that was the
path that only they could cross.

Iris Sinoti
Jungian Therapist
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One Life and Various Existences
There is nothing to justify the

promotes an additional step to-

dimensions, without losing one’s

idea of an unicity of human life,

wards the evolution of the spirit,

condition of immortal Spirit. Also

restricting it exclusively to a physi-

without this or the other character

understanding that the existence

cal body. We are, in essence, spir-

being more important. In order to

in the human body is just a stage

itual beings, with or without the

prevent that a character from one

and that the challenges of each

physical body, who cross many

incarnation overrides the following,

incarnation, as diverse as they

dimensions in order to reach the

it is necessary that the spirit ob-

may seem, are only steps from an

true encounter with one self. Dur-

serves its tendencies in the current

immense

ing this upward march, we develop

existence, aiming to modify them

ladder, which has nothing to do

diverse

characters

that

and

bright

ascending

interact

according to their current life ob-

with suffering or divine punish-

with one another, until we under-

jectives. The intention must not be

ment.

stand that we are immortal spirits,

to exclusively correct bad habits,

The maturity of an incarnated

consciously assume the elabora-

but to acquire others that will be

spirit, as well as of those that

tion of our destiny. The one life

useful forever. To do this, one

directly interfere in the material

belongs to the spirit and the many

should learn to distinguish the real

life, is observed when the spirit

existences belong to the charac-

characteristics

already

makes the most of its incarnation

ters created during each incarna-

integrated to the spirit, from those

to improve their character in a way

tion. When the incarnated human

that belong to the character, and

that can provide the integration of

being, understands and moulds its

most of all, from those that belong

new

character and reaches the objec-

to the dominating culture of the

allows the spirit to live in this

tives of their Personal Designation,

present society it is a part of.

world without surrendering to the

and therefore are able to live a

When asked of the gain that is

collective mentality. One existence

happier life. The modality of its

obtained with the improvement of

is not enough, let alone the prac-

character does not imply perfec-

society when there is a reincarna-

tice of some virtues to attend to

tion or resemblance to the reli-

tory return, thus living in a sub-

the accommodation of the con-

gious status quo that adheres to a

mission to the domination of the

sciousness that is afraid of death

salvationist faith, but the adapta-

collective tendencies of the human

and the

tion of the personality, envisioning

society; for this reason, the dis-

actions in the beyond. It is neces-

specific objectives that one wishes

tinction should be noticed.

sary that the awareness of one’s

that

are

evolutional

abilities,

consequences

of

which

their

to achieve in order to integrate

Many existences on Earth are

important abilities of the spirit.

necessary so that the spirit distin-

acts and feelings that take the

This adaptation includes integrat-

guishes itself from its character,

incarnated

ing religious virtues however go

authentically assuming who he/she

transformation and to change the

beyond, without its limits, in ac-

is. When this happens, it becomes

reality around it so that the world

cordance

self-esteemed, going from plead-

that one lives in becomes what is

ing to the Divine to a conscious

wish for when in the condition of

collaborator of His work. At this

after death.

to

the

purposes

that

could contradict it.
A character lived in one incarnation

does

not

perpetuate

or

stage, there is an understanding

prevail over the spirit, so that it

that one’s evolution is a continu-

does not deviate its destiny, mak-

ous process that allows a person

ing

learn in the most varied existential

own

immortality
Spirit

materializes
to

its

in

self-

Adenáuer Novaes
Clinical Psychologist
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